invasion6 Richard F. Roszko
The Universe is unpredictable, with the paths of artists to their viewers and readers
often being long and convoluted. Throw in random twists and you get this story of
Richard F. Roszko.
Richard was born on a U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan, and raised in Kamakura. As
a child, he grew up on an eclectic mixture of Japanese anime and American television
dubbed in Japanese, which no doubt defined his unique style.
After moving to the United States, Richard worked in multiplex cinema where he
discovered the world of pre-release screenings and first run movies. Richard graduated
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where he founded a student
organization that screened movies using dual-16mm projectors and a homemade
changeover system he designed. With college in the rearview mirror, Richard gained
experience directing and editing corporate training videos. Later he wrote and directed
a comedy short film, Cliché.
Richard went on to write and publish a science fiction adventure comic book mini-series
Dreadnought: Invasion Six. Most new authors spend years waiting to get some
recognition of their work - this was not the case with Dreadnought: Invasion Six. The
series was accepted and distributed by Diamond Comic Distributors, and subsequently
climbed to a top ten webcomic. He was also welcomed as an indie publisher at San
Diego Comic-Con, impressively, he made it on his first try. Dreadnought: Invasion Six is
available as an eBook on Amazon.com and Kobo.com, reformatted to fit various eReaders, Apple, and Android devices. The Dreadnought: Invasion Six comic book series
was compiled into a printed graphic novel and released as Invasion 6.
Then Richard worked on All Your Base: Last of Last, a three-dimensional, animated,
steam-punk comedy short film. The film stars notable science fiction actors Colin Baker
(The Sixth Doctor Who from Doctor Who series), Cliff Simon (Ba'al from Stargate SG-1),
Claudia Christian (Commander Ivanova from Babylon 5), Lizzie Roper (from the BBC
Doctor Who radio series), and Terry Molloy (Davros of the Daleks from Doctor Who). All
Your Base: Last of Last was shown at eight film festivals and had a theatrical run at the
Laemmle Noho 7 in Los Angeles, California.
IMDB: https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7444932/
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